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1 Introduction
Gauge/gravity duality is among the most important theoretical developments coming from
string theory. In the original formulation of Maldacena [1], the duality relates string theory
in the AdS5S5 background space-time to the large N limit of 3+1 dimensional N = 4 Su-
persymmetric Yang-Mill theory living on the asymptotic boundary of the AdS5 space-time.
This idea has inspired numerous extensions of the duality with ever increasing phenomeno-
logical relevance, currently ranging from heavy ion collisions to condensed matter physics.
In this paper we are interested in holographic avour dynamics-the generalisation of the
AdS/CFT correspondence to avoured gauge theories.
The rst such generalisation was proposed by Karch and Katz [2] , who introduced
a probe D7-brane to the AdS5  S5 supergravity background. On the eld theory side

















approximation. The classical dynamics of the probe brane is governed by an eective Dirac-
Born-Infeld action. Remarkably the AdS/CFT dictionary relates the classical properties
of the brane to quantum vacuum expectation values in the dual avoured gauge theory.
One such quantity is the fundamental condensate of the theory, which is encoded in the
classical prole of the probe brane near the asymptotic boundary. In refs. [3, 4] the nite
temperature set-up has been considered. The authors uncovered a rst order meson melting
phase transition corresponding to a topology change transition of the possible D7-brane
embeddings. In ref. [5, 6] these studies have been extended to the general Dp/Dq-brane
system and certain universal properties of the corresponding holographic gauge theories
have been uncovered.
By turning on the gauge eld on the probe D-brane numerous other control parameters
can be introduced. Examples include: chemical potential [7], external electric and magnetic
elds [8{10], isospin chemical potential [11] and R-charge chemical potential [12, 13]. This
has lead to remarkable phenomenological applications of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
However, almost exclusively these applications require broken supersymmetry (a poorly
tested regime of the duality) making the nature of these studies somewhat speculative.1 Our
objective in this paper is to perform a highly non-trivial precision test of the gauge/gravity
duality with avours.
Testing the AdS/CFT correspondence requires an alternative nonperturbative ap-
proach and for a four dimensional gauge theory lattice simulations on a computer seem
a natural approach. Unfortunately, although the subject of active research [15, 16], the
lattice formulation of four dimensional Supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory is still in its in-
fancy. When faced with such diculties, a useful approach is to study simplied versions
of the correspondence. Recently progress in this direction has been made by studying a
0 + 1 dimensional version of the correspondence, one which relates the maximally super-
symmetric BFSS matrix model and its dual type IIA supergravity background [17{23].2 To
add avours to this set-up we introduce a probe D4-brane. The resulting supersymmetric
quantum mechanics is knows as the Berkooz-Douglas (BD) matrix model. Simulating the
BD matrix model is one of the main results of our paper.
Another appealing feature of the BD matrix model is that it is dual to the D0/D4-
brane system, which falls into the same universality class [5, 6] as the phenomenologically
relevant D3/D7-brane system.
In section 2 of the paper we review the D0/D4-brane holographic set-up. We dis-
cuss the properties of a avour D4-brane probing the near horizon limit of a nite tem-
perature D0-brane supergravity background. The model features a rst order conne-
ment/deconnement phase transition of the fundamental matter, which corresponds to a
topology change transition of the D4-brane embedding. This transition can be seen as a dis-
continuity in the fundamental condensate as a function of the bare mass parameter. Using
the AdS/CFT dictionary [5, 6], we construct numerically the condensate curve. Comparing
this curve to lattice simulation is our main strategy for testing the gauge/gravity duality.
1For a precision test of Gauge/Gravity duality with avour in a supersymmetric setting see ref. [14].

















Section 3 of the paper outlines the properties of the BFSS matrix model and its
avoured version the BD matrix model. We describe the Wick rotation of the DB model
and the lattice discretisation that we employ, which avoids fermion doubling. We also
describe the Rational Hybrid Monte Carlo approach to this model. A reader who is not
interested in the details of the Monte Carlo simulation can skip most of this section and
move on to section 4.
In section 4 we compare the predictions for the fundamental condensate from both
approaches: holographic studies and Monte Carlo simulations. We perform studies at two
dierent temperatures. Our studies show excellent agreement between the two approaches
at small bare mass parameter. For the lower temperature this agreement extends to the
whole range of bare masses in the deconned (black hole) phase of the theory. We explain
this by arguing that the 0 corrections to the free energy experienced by black hole em-
beddings vary weakly with the bare mass parameter and as a result largely cancels in the
calculation of the fundamental condensate, which is a derivative of the free energy with
respect to the bare mass. In the Minkowski phase of the theory the lattice simulations
deviate from the theoretical curve for both temperatures. We argue that this reects the
fact that 0 corrections vary signicantly with the bare mass in this phase and hence con-
tribute to the condensate. The essential dierence in the two phases is that in the black
hole phase the D4-brane is restricted to pass through the black hole horizon whereas in the
Minkowski phase the embedding closes at a higher radius that varies with the mass. We
discuss future studies to improve the agreement in the Minkowski phase.
Our studies provide a highly non-trivial test of the AdS/CFT correspondence with
matter. Although it is not a mathematical proof, we believe that the remarkable agreement
between theory and simulation, which we uncovered due to the cancelation mechanism
described above, provides substantial evidence for the validity of the holographic approach
to avour dynamics.
2 Holographic avours in one dimension
In this section we focus on the D0/D4-brane system. This system is particularly attractive
for a precision test of holography since on one side the corresponding dual gauge theory
is one dimensional, making it accessible via computer simulations and on the other side
it is in the same universality class as the D3/D7-brane system, which plays a key role in
holographic avour dynamics. In what follows we briey review the description of this
system in the quenched approximation adapting the general discussion of references [5, 6]
and [25].
2.1 D0-brane background
In the near horizon limit the D0-brane background is given by the metric, dilaton and RR
one-form:




























where H = (L=u)7, f(u) = 1  (u0=u)7 is the blackening factor,  is the dilaton eld and
C0 is the only component of the RR one form coupled to the D0-branes . Here u0 is the
radius of the horizon and the length scale L can be expressed in terms of string theory
units as:
L7 = 603 gsNc 
07=2 ; (2.2)
where Nc is the number of D0-branes corresponding to the rank of the gauge group of
the dual eld theory.3 According to the general gauge/gravity duality [25], the Yang-Mills
coupling of the corresponding dual gauge theory is given by:
g2YM = gs (2)
 2 0 3=2 : (2.3)
The Yang-Mills coupling is dimensionful and the corresponding dimensionless eective
coupling runs with the energy scale according to:
g2e = U
 3 ; (2.4)
where  = g2YMNc is the t'Hooft coupling. The supergravity background can be trusted if
both the curvature and the dilaton are small, which leads to the restriction [25]:




and the theory is strongly coupled in this regime. From equations (2.1) and (2.4) it follows
that the upper bound in equation (2.5) can be violated at low energies (small radial dis-
tances) when the dilaton blows, however at nite temperature and xed 't Hooft coupling,
ge peaks at the black hole horizon and the bound =T
3  N8=7c is satised in the large N
limit. At high energies (large radial distances) the curvature of the background grows, while
the eective coupling decreases. As a result the lower bound in (2.5) is violated at energies
U & 1=3 and hence 0 corrections are increasingly important at large radial distances.









and is identied with the temperature of the dual gauge theory.
2.2 Flavour D4-branes
To introduce matter in the fundamental representation we consider the addition of Nf D4-
branes to the D0-brane background. In the probe approximation Nf  Nc, the dynamics
of the D4-branes is governed by the Dirac-Born-Infeld action, which in the absence of a
background B-eld is given by:




 detjjG; + (20)F; jj ; (2.7)

















where G; is the induced metric and F; is the U(1) gauge eld of the D4-brane, which








The D4-brane embedding that we consider extends along the radial and time directions
and wraps an S3 sphere in the directions transverse to the D0-brane. To parametrise it let
us split the unit S8 in the metric (2.1) into:
d
28 = d




Our embedding now extends along t, u and 
3 and has a non-trivial prole in the
(u; ) plane, which we parametrise as (u; (u)). Next we Wick rotate the action (2.7) and







1 + u2 f(u) 0(u)2 : (2.10)
In the limit of zero temperature (u0 ! 0) the regular solution to the equation of motion
for (u) is given by u sin  = m, where the constant m is proportional to the bare mass
of the avours [2, 5, 6]. At nite temperature the separation L(u) = u sin (u) has a non-
trivial prole reecting the non-vanishing condensate of the theory. To analyse this case
it is convenient to dene dimensionless radial coordinate ~u = u=u0. At large ~u the general







+ : : : : (2.11)
Holography relates the dimensionless constants ~m; ~c to the bare mass and condensate of



























( 2 ~c) : (2.12)
We refer the reader to appendix A for derivation of (2.12). Note that equation (2.11) implies
that the D7-branes are described by a one parameter family of embeddings (parametrised
by ~m). In the case of the D3/D7 system this is natural due to the scaling symmetry (every-
thing depends on the dimensionless ratio mq=T ), but is this consistent with the D0/D4 sys-
tem, which has a dimensionful 't Hooft coupling? Indeed, the D0/D4 system has a 't Hooft
coupling  of dimension three suggesting that there are two independent dimensionless pa-
rameters mq=
1=3 and T=1=3. However, while the holographic set-up allows rescaling of the
radial coordinate by u0 and the description of D7-brane embeddings by the single param-
eter ~m, as can be seen from the rst equation (2.12) we have ~m  (mq=1=3)(T=1=3) 2=5.


















As a result the condensate in the second equation in (2.12) is indeed a function of the two
dimensionless parameters (T=1=3; mq=
1=3) which is consistent with dimensional analysis
and is in contrast to the D3/D7 system, where the condensate depends on the dimensionless
parameter mq=T .
2.3 Fundamental condensate
The fundamental condensate can be obtained numerically by solving the dierential equa-
tion for (~u) obtained by varying the Lagrangian:
~L / ~u3 cos3 (~u)
p
1 + ~u2 (1  1=~u7) 0(~u)2 : (2.13)
The possible solutions split into two classes (look at gure 1). The rst class comprises
of embeddings closing above the horizon at some minimal radial distance ~umin > 1, for
such embeddings the wrapped S3 sphere shrinks to zero size and hence (~umin) = =2.
Following the terminology of ref. [5, 6] we call these embeddings Minkowski embeddings.
The spectrum of Minkowski embeddings is characterised by discrete normal modes cor-
responding to meson-like bound states and they are identied with the conned (bound)
phase of the theory. The other class of embeddings correspond to probes which reach the
horizon. They are parametrised by the size of the S3 sphere at the horizon or equivalently
by 0 = (1). We refer to these embeddings as the black hole embeddings [5, 6]. Their spec-
trum is characterised by discrete quasi normal modes corresponding to melting mesons [4],
and they are identied with the deconned phase of the theory. The two classes are sepa-
rated by the critical embedding satisfying 0 = =2, which has a conical singularity at the
horizon [5, 6]. The topology change transition between Minkowski and black hole embed-
dings corresponds to a connement/deconnement phase transition for the fundamental
matter [3]. The nature of the phase transition depends on the properties of the solutions
near the critical embedding. It turns out that the structure of the solutions depends only
on the dimensionality of the internal Sn sphere wrapped by the embedding (n = 3 in our
case). In this sense the holographic gauge theories dual to the Dp/Dq brane set-up split
into universality classes (characterised by n) [5, 6]. According to this nomenclature the
D3/D7 system is in the same universality class as the D0/D4 system that we consider. For
n = 3 the solutions near the critical embedding have a multivalued nature and the phase
transition is of a rst order [5, 6, 26, 27].
To obtain the condensate versus bare mass equation of state ~c( ~m) one can read o the
asymptotics of the numerical solution at large ~u and use the holographic dictionary (2.12).
To obtain the solutions one uses a numeric shooting technique from the bulk of the geome-
try. For black hole embeddings one can show that at the horizon the dierential equation for
(~u) eectively reduces order and demanding regularity completely determines the Cauchy
initial conditions in terms of 0. For Minkowski embeddings it is convenient to consider
the eld  = sin . Similarly to the black hole case, the dierential equation for (~u)
reduces order at ~umin and the Cauchy initial conditions are completely determined by the
parameter ~umin.
These considerations allow for the numerical construction of the condensate versus



























Figure 1. A plot of sample Minkowski (blue curves) and black hole (red curves) embedding. The
dashed curve represents the critical embedding and the black circle represents the horizon.











Figure 2. A plot of the condensate versus bare mass curve. The red curve represents the deconned
(black hole) phase of the theory. The dotted curve corresponds to the conned (Minkowski phase)
and the red dashed curve is the leading large ~m behaviour of the condensate ~c = 3=(35 ~m4).
deconned phase of the theory, corresponding to the black hole embeddings from gure 1.
The dotted blue curve represents the conned phase of the theory, corresponding to the
Minkowski embeddings in gure 1. Finally, the red dashed curve represent the analytic
result ~c = 3=(35 ~m4) for the fall-o of the condensate at large ~m.
The goal of our study is to verify the condensate curve in gure 2, using numerical

















corrections to either the supergravity background or the DBI action. As the studies of
the BFSS model performed in refs. [19, 22] and [23] show, 0 corrections to the D0-brane
background are crucial for comparing with Monte Carlo simulations. Our main observation
concerning these corrections is that in the black hole phase (as can be seen from gure 1) all
the D4-brane embeddings explore the same range of the bulk of the D0-brane background
and hence the 0 corrections to their free energy are roughly the same. This is in contrast
to Minkowski embeddings whose minimal radial distance ~umin varies with the parameter
~m. Since the condensate is dened as a derivative of the free energy with respect to the
bare mass parameter (see appendix A for details), this suggests that the 0 corrections to
the condensate mostly cancel in the black hole phase and are signicant in the Minkowski
phase. Indeed, our numerical studies in section 4 supports this and we observe an excellent
agreement in the black hole phase.
3 Berkooz-Douglas matrix model
The Berkooz-Douglas matrix model [28] was originally proposed as a matrix model for
DLCQ M-theory with Nc units of momentum along the longitudinal directions in the
presence of Nf longitudinal M5-branes. In this work we are interested in the interpretation
of the model as the low energy eective eld theory governing the D0/D4-brane system
with Nc (colour) D0-branes and Nf (avour) D4-branes.
The Berkooz-Douglas matrix model represents the unique way to introduce fundamen-
tal matter to the BFSS matrix model, while preserving half of the original supersymmetry.
In the following we rst introduce briey the BFSS matrix model and then discuss the
introduction of fundamental degrees of freedom to the BFSS model in the six dimensional
notations of ref. [29]. Finally, we describe the lattice discretisation of the Berkooz-Douglas
matrix model and its Monte Carlo simulations.
3.1 BFSS matrix model
The easiest way to obtain the BFSS matrix model is via dimensional reduction of ten






















where 	 is a thirty two component Majorana-Weyl spinnor,   are the 10D gamma ma-
trices and C10 is the charge conjugation matrix satisfying C10 
C 110 =   T . To avoid
fermion doubling we take a representation [18, 23] in terms of the nine dimensional gamma
matrices i:
 i = i 
 1 ; for i = 1; : : : ; 9 ;
 0 = 116 
 i2 ;
C10 = C9 
 i2 ; (3.2)



















Next we Wick rotate the action (3.1) by sending: dt!  id , @t ! i@ and  0 !  i  .






















Note that the Wick rotated fermions no longer satisfy reality conditions but can still be
taken to be Weyl, we thus consider the ansatz:







Using this anstatz together with equation (3.2) and the fact that   = i 0 for the Euclidean












[Xi; Xj ]2 +
1
2






as one can see in this notation the action is explicitly SO(9) invariant. Note that we have
not imposed any restriction on the nine dimensional basis. For example if we choose i
to be in the Majorana representation this would imply that C9 = 116, which is the most
popular formulation of the model. However, we are interested in a basis in which the
discrete theory is free of fermion doubling and one can show [18] that if C9 = 18 
 1 the
discrete theory is indeed free of doublers. Constructing a basis for which C9 is of this form
is relatively straightforward. For example one can tensor up the Mayorana basis in seven
dimensions ~aE :
a =  ~aE 
 3 ; for a = 1; : : : ; 7 ;
8 = 18 
 2 ;
9 = 18 
 1 ; (3.6)
and verify that indeed C9 is of the desired form (it also satises C9 = 
9). The discretisation
of the action (3.5) was considered in ref. [23], for completeness we provide the details in
appendix B.
3.2 Adding avours
In this section we will consider the addition of avours to the BFSS matrix model. The
resulting matrix model is know as the Berkooz-Douglas matrix model. We will follow closely
the notation of ref. [29]. This requires a basis for the ten dimensional cliord algebra, which























































[Xa; Xb][Xa; Xb] +
1
2
[Xa; X _][Xa; X _]  1
4
[ X _; X _][ X





























 _a[Xa;  _] 
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2 i "   
p




Here the indices a = 1; : : : ; 5 and correspond to the directions transverse to the D4-brane,
while ma are the components of the bare mass of the avours corresponding to the positions
of the D4-branes. Also, Tr denotes trace over the U(N) gauge indices (over the colours),
while tr denotes a trace over the avours.
Note that in this notation the adjoint fermions (the pure BFSS part) are represented
by four eight-component Weyl fermions in six dimensions  and  _ correspondingly of
positive and negative chirality and satisfying the reality conditions (simplectic majorana):
 = " 
c  ;  _ =  " _ _ ; c
_ ; (3.9)
where:
 c  C 16  T : (3.10)
Our goal is to relate the BFSS model in nine-dimensional notation (3.5) to the six dimen-
sional notation presented in equations (3.7) and (3.8). The nine-dimensional Minkowski






















Our strategy is to obtain the adjoint part of equations (3.7), (3.8) by reduction in an
appropriate ten dimensional basis for the gamma matrices and then relate the two frames
by a unitary transformation. Our starting point is the basis:
~  =  ~ 
 ^5 ; for  = 0; : : : ; 5 ;
~ 5+m = 18 
 ^m ; for m = 1; : : : ; 4 ;
~ 11 =  ~7 
 ^5 ;
C10 = C6 
 C4 ; (3.12)
where:
^1 = 12 
 2;
^2 = 12 
 3; ^5 = ^1^2^3^4 = 3 
 1;
^3 = 2 
 1; C4 = 1 
 i2 ;


















and the six dimensional gamma matrices ~ are related to the matrices ~E appearing in
equation (3.6) via:
~a = ~aE ; a = 1; : : : ; 5; ~
0 =  i~6E ; ~7 =  ~7E : (3.13)
One can now easily check that the frames (3.2) and (3.12) are related via the unitary
transformation S:




(1 + i~ 0~ 6) =
1p
2











 i2) : (3.14)
Furthermore, one can check that the charge conjugation matrix C10 is invariant under




















in the basis (3.12), where ~	 is a Majorana-Weyl spinor satisfying:
~ 11 ~	 = ~	; ~	y ~ 0 = ~	T C10; : (3.16)






























One can easily check that the Weyl condition on ~	 (rst relation in equation (3.16)) implies:
P+ 




1 ~7 : (3.18)
The Majorana condition can be rewritten as: ~	 = C T10 ~ 
0T ~	 =  C 110 ~ 0T ~	, where we
used that: CT10 =  C10. Using equations (3.10) and (3.12) one obtains:




























Comparing equations (3.17) and (3.19) one arrives at the reality condition (3.9).





































which agree with the corresponding terms in equations (3.7) and (3.8). Reducing the

































































_1[X6 + iX7; 2] + i
_2[X8 + iX9; 2]






























Comparing the terms in equations (3.22) and (3.23) we conclude that:5










X6 + iX7 X8 + iX9
 X8 + iX9 X6   iX7
!
: (3.24)
Our next step is to express  and  _ in terms of the spinor eld  dened in equa-











































































































5Note that our expression for X _ diers from the one in ref. [29] by the reection X
8 !  X8.
6One can check that by substituting ~	 = S 1	 and C10 = STC10S into equation (3.15) and using the

















where P = 12(1 ~7). Comparing equations (3.27) and (3.17) we arrive at:
1 = P+ e
 
4
~0  1 ;








 _2 = P  e
 
4
~0 1 : (3.28)





























































2  1 e

4
~0  1  2 e 4 ~0+  e 4 ~0 1 2   e4 ~0 2 1

: (3.29)
3.2.1 The fundamental fermions | Wick rotation
Next we focus on Wick rotating the action (3.29). Note that before Wick rotating the
fermions it is crucial to use the reality condition  =  T C10, which implies  

1 =  2 ;  

2 =
 1. To Wick rotate the Weyl fermions  it is convenient to rst rewrite the action in ve
dimensional notation, using ve dimensional Dirac fermions. To this end we use an explicit
basis for ~ [30]:
~0 =  i3 
 C5 ; 01 =  2 
 1 ;
~1 =  i3 
 C5 01 ; 02 =  2 
 2 ;
~2 = 1 
 C5 02 ; 03 =  2 
 3 ;
~3 =  i3 
 C5 03 ; 04 = 1 
 12 ;
~4 = 1 
 C5 04 ; 05 = 3 
 12 ;
~5 = 1 
 C5 05 ; C5 = 12 
 2 ;
~7 = 2 
 14 ;
where C5 is a charge conjugation matrix satisfying C5 
0mC  15 = 
0mT . Using that 






























































 ^2;+   i C5  ^2; 

: (3.31)






















where TAij are generator of SU(N), also we have used the reduced version of the reality
condition (3.9) to solve for ^ in terms of ^. Note that after Wick rotation the fermionic
elds ^ and ^y become independent. We thus dene T = (^T ; ^y) and Wick rotate

























which is our expression for the Wick rotated part of the action involving . A comment
about the symmetry of the action is in order. We expect that it should have unbroken
global SO(5) symmetry. To verify this we study the action of the six dimensional SO(1; 5)
symmetry on the reduced fermions. One can easily verify that the SO(5) generators 0ab
associated to the basis 0m are embedded in SO(1; 5) via:
~12 =  2 
 012 ; ~23 =  2 
 023 ; ~34 =  2 
 034 ; ~45 = 12 
 045 ;
~13 = 12 
 013 ; ~24 = 12 
 024 ; ~35 =  2 
 035 ;
~14 =  2 
 014 ; ~25 = 12 
 025 ;
~15 =  2 
 015 ; (3.34)























We see that: 1 transforms as ^, 
T
2 transform as ^
y and ^ transforms as C5 , which
ensures the SO(5) invariance of the reduced action. We can make this explicit by dening
 0T = (^T ; ^yC5) and ^0 = C5. Now all the elds  01,  02 and ^0 transform as ^ and the











































which is explicitly SO(5) invariant. For technical reasons we will keep the non-standard
form of the lagrnagian (3.33).
3.2.2 The fundamental fermions | Discretisation


































Using again the gauge in which the holonomy is concentrated at one link (see appendix





















where D = diagfei1 ; : : : ; eiN g is the holonomy matrix. Dening the matrix:























where we have suppressed all indices. One can show that the o-diagonal form of the
kinetic term suppresses the fermion doubling, in the same way as the o diagonal choice
of the charge conjugation matrix C9 suppressed them for the adjoint fermions. Similarly



















































Tn i (M )An i ^An   ^ATn

















where ^An  (^A1n ; ^A2 ; n) and:













j n  C5 TAij 1j n
!
: (3.44)
Altogether we can write:
SE = tr

TM  + TM ^  ^TMT 

; (3.45)
where we have suppressed all of the indices and M is given by:




04  Kjim;n a 0a( Xan ij maij) n;m
Kij n;m+a 0a(Xan ij maij) n;m 04
!
(3.46)
One should keep in mind that ^ can be expressed in terms of  , namely ^ =M  . More





















Clearly, dening M =MM we can write:
SE = tr
 
TM  + TM     TMT 

; (3.48)
Finally, using equations (B.25) and (B.26) for the total fermionic action we obtain:
Stotf = ( 














3.2.3 RHMC and pseudo-fermionic forces
The next step is to apply the RHMC method [31] to the model. To this end we need the
so called pseudo-fermionic forces. Let us summarise briey the philosophy. The partition
function of the model can be written as:
Z /
Z
DX DD e Sbos[X;] Stotf /
Z
DX DD Pf(Mtot) e Sbos[X;] (3.50)
Assuming that the model does not suer from a severe sign problem we can ignore the
phase of the Pfaan and use that:




DX DDDyD e Sbos[X;] Sps:f ; (3.52)
where

















Here  is a 16(N2c   1) + 8Nf Nc dimensional vector consisting of the pseudo-fermionic
elds. The idea of the RHMC is to approximate the rational exponent of the matrix
MytotMtot with a partial sum:
(MytotMtot) = 0 +
#X
i=1
i (MytotMtot + i) 1 ; (3.54)
where the parameters 0; i; i and # depend on the rational exponent , the spectral range
of the matrix MytotMtot and the desired accuracy. We will need two rational exponents.
To update the pseudo fermions we use that the eld   (MytotMtot) 1=8 has a gaussian
distribution and solve for  = (MytotMtot)1=8  using a multi-shift solver. Therefore,
 = 1=8 is one of the rational exponents that we need. To calculate the fermionic forces
and the contribution to the hamiltonian we need to invert (MytotMtot) 1=4 and the second
exponent is  =  1=4.
Let us elaborate on the computation of the fermionic forces. We have three type of
forces: derivative with respect to Xn ij , derivatives with respect to 

n i and derivative with
respect to the phases of the links i. Using the partial expansion (3.54), one can easily




















where hi satisfy (MytotMtot + i)hi = i and are obtained from the multi-solver.
3.2.4 Bosonic action | Discretisation
Finally, we focus on the bosonic action of the fundamental elds. Wick rotating the action









D   [ X _; X _]








Before we discretise the action (3.56) it is instructive to massage the term [ X _; X _] .
First we point out that [29]:
X _ = " " _ _X _ ; (3.57)
which in matrix notation becomes X = 2X2. Next we dene:
4   i0 ; Y m  X10 m (3.58)
and rewrite equation (3.24) as:





































m; Y l] =  i(A) 

[Y A; Y 4] +
1
2




The last term in the equation above has a very clean group theory interpretation. To
uncover it let us consider the following basis of the SO(4) algebra:
(Lab)cd = i(adbc   acbd) (3.62)
satisfying:
[Lab; Lcd] = i(acLbd + bdLac   adLbc   bcLad) : (3.63)













"ABCLBC A;B;C = 1; : : : ; 3 ; (3.64)
which satisfy:
[JA; JB] = i "ABCJC ; [KA;KB] = i "ABCKC ; [JA;KA] = 0 : (3.65)
Now we notice that in the basis (3.62) we can write:




a; Y b] : (3.66)
Substituting in equation (3.61) and using the denition of JA in equation (3.64) we obtain:7




a; Y b] (3.67)
We see that a general SO(4) rotation acting on the Y 's would result on a SO(3) rotation
of (A), which would result in a SU(2) rotation of  and  corresponding to the (
1
2 ; 0)
representation of SO(4). Finally dening




























































































where a is the lattice spacing. Noting that Jab;n transform the same way as Xn under the
gauge transformation (B.6), while n; transforms as n; ! (U0;1 : : : Un 1;n) n; and
using the gauge where the holonomy is concentrated at the (0;) link (see appendix B),




































where D = diagfei1 ; : : : ; eiN g is the holonomy matrix and without loss of generality we
have set g = 1=
p
N .
4 Testing the correspondence
In this section we compare the result of the lattice simulations of the model to the predic-
tions of gauge gravity duality. Our main focus is the fundamental condensate of the theory.
As denition of the condensate we use the derivative of the free energy of the theory with




















2  (ma  Xa)  + ^y a ^

(4.2)
Using equation (3.73) it is straightforward to write down the discrete version of the bosonic
term in (4.2), however this is not the case for the last term, since the fermions are not
explicitly simulated on the lattice. The natural approach is to substitute the fermionic
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Figure 3. Plots of the condensate versus bare mass parameter curve for N = 10,  = 16 and two
dierent temperatures. Left: for temperature T = 1:01=3 the curve shows excellent agreement at
small masses, but deviates quickly from the theoretical curve at greater masses. Right: the curve
at temperature T = 0:81=3 exhibits excellent agreement throughout the whole range of masses
corresponding to the black hole phase (blue error bars). Similarly to the higher temperature curve
there is a signicant deviation from the theoretical curve for the Minkowski phase (red error bars).
where the last term can be calculated by substituting the parameter u in equation (3.55)
with the mass parameter ma. Note that we have also set g2 = 1=N , this implies that all
dimensionful elds have been rescaled by an appropriate power of the 't Hooft coupling
 = N g2. In particular the mass parameter ma has been rescaled by 1=3. The relation to





where na is a unit ve-vector. Now using equation (2.12) the holographic prediction for













6=5 ( 2 ~c)na ; (4.5)
where we have dened the dimensionless temperature ~T = T
1=3
, which is the parameter
entering in the computer simulation (via ~T 1 =  a). For simplicity we will use na =
(1; 0; 0; 0; 0). Equations (4.5) can then be used to scale the plot of hOami versus ma obtained
from computer simulations and compare to the  2 ~c versus ~m plot presented in gure 2.
The resulting plots for two temperatures are presented in gure 3. The plots are for matrix
size N = 10 and lattice spacing  = 16.
The left plot corresponds to temperature T = 1:01=3. One can observe excellent agree-
ment between the gauge gravity duality and lattice simulations at small masses ( ~m < 1).
However, for greater masses there is a signicant deviation from the theoretical curve.

















The right plot corresponds to temperature T = 0:81=3. The excellent agreement between
gauge/gravity predictions and lattice simulations extends for the whole range of masses
within the deconned (black hole) phase (blue error bars). In the deconned (Minkowski)
phase there are still signicant deviations from the theoretical curve. These results are
consistent with our discussion is section 2.2, where we argued that the 0 corrections to
the supergravity background aect the black hole and Minkowski D4-brane embeddings
dierently. All black hole embeddings reach the horizon and as a result experience similar
curvature eects for dierent values of the mass parameter, therefore, the 0 corrections
largely cancel when one takes a derivative with respect to the mass to calculate the con-
densate. In contrast, Minkowski embeddings close at dierent radial distances above the
horizon depending on the mass parameter. As a result the eect of the 0 corrections
depends strongly on the mass and contributes to the calculation of the condensate. The
overall better agreement of the lower temperature curve to the theoretical predictions is
another signature that the observed deviations at large masses are due to 0 corrections as
opposed to lattice eects, although at suciently high masses (jmaj . 1=a) lattice eect
also become signicant.
Note that this remarkable agreement (in the black hole phase) is obtained without
any parameter tting in contrast to the analogous studies of the BFSS matrix model [19],
where the authors performed a t to estimate the 0 corrections to the internal energy.
We believe that it is the cancelation mechanism described above, which allows this highly
non-trivial test of the gauge/gravity correspondence.
The validity of our studies is justied by the lack of a serious sign problem in our lattice
model. Similarly to the BFSS matrix model [23], one can show that only the real part of
the Pfaan contributes to the path integral and hence if the phase, , of the Pfaan is
in the range  =2 <  < =2 there is no sign problem. Although there are congurations
which violate this condition, numerical studies show that these are rare and the model does
not suer a serous sign problem.
One may hope to improve the agreement in the Minkowski phase by going to lower
temperatures. However, as usual for this system, at low temperature the model develops
an instability due to at directions, which requires larger size matrices. In addition, the
condensate experiences signicant uctuations due to critical slowing down and the asso-
ciated large autocorrelation times. Nevertheless, we plan to extend our numerical studies
in this direction.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we performed a precision test of holographic avour dynamics. We focused
on the study of a one-dimensional avoured Yang-Mills theory holographically dual to the
D0/D4-brane intersection, also known as the Berkooz-Douglas matrix model. We consid-
ered a lattice discretisation of the model which avoids fermion doubling.9 Furthermore,
super-renormalizability of the model ensures that in the continuum limit, supersymme-

















try is broken only by the eect of nite temperature, which enabled us to simulate it on
a computer.
Our results for the condensate versus bare mass curve show an excellent agreement
with holography in the regime of small bare masses and at lower temperature this agree-
ment extends to the whole range of masses in the deconned phase. We believe that this
agreement can be explained by a cancelation of the 0 corrections to the condensate for
black hole embeddings (deconned phase). This allows a direct comparison between com-
puter simulations and AdS/CFT predictions at relatively high temperatures compared to
similar studies of the pure BFSS matrix model.
For Minkowski embeddings (conned phase) we observe signicant deviations from
holography even for bare masses well bellow the lattice UV cut-o, 1=a. This disagreement
is expected, since for the temperatures that we study 0 corrections to the free energy
are signicant and, which is more important, vary signicantly with the bare mass pa-
rameter resulting in a signicant contribution to the fundamental condensate (unlike the
deconned phase). An obvious way to improve the agreement in the conned phase is to
consider lower temperature when 0 corrections become less signicant. Such studies are
computationally very demanding due to the large size matrices required to stabilise the
model at low temperature and the critical slowing down when approaching the gapless zero
temperature phase of the BFSS degrees of freedom. Alternatively we could attempt to esti-
mate the 0 corrections to the background along the lines of ref. [34] (see also ref. [35{42]).
However, the main diculty would be estimating the 0 corrections to the DBI action,
since not all such corrections are known in a curved background. Nevertheless we could
attempt to estimate the mass and temperature dependance of the corrections and obtain
the corresponding coecients by tting (in analogy to the studies of ref. [34].) We leave
such studies for future work.
Another test of both our numerical approach and holography comes from calculating
the slope of the condensate curve, namely the susceptibility @2F=@m2q . This can be cal-
culated numerically by measuring the uctuations of the condensate and the expectation
value of some appropriate operators. Our preliminary studies for small bare masses showed
satisfying agreement with the slope of the condensate curve predicted by holography. We
are currently working on rening these studies.
Finally, in addition to the agreement to holography at low temperature, we plan to
verify our code by comparing to the high-temperature expansion of the model [43]. Our
preliminary results for the internal energy show excellent agreement. We leave the more
detailed and systematic study of other observables for a future work.
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A Derivation of the holographic dictionary
In this appendix we derive the second equation in (2.12). To obtain an expression for the





The free energy of the theory can be obtained from the regularised Wick rotated on-
shell action of the probe D4-brane. The approach that we take is to use an appropriate























d 3 V (; L())
p
1 + L0()2 :












At large radial distances ( 1) the solution for L() has the expansion:
L() = u0 ~m+
u30 ~c
2
+ : : : ; (A.4)
where the parameters ~m and ~c are the same as in equation (2.11). The important property
of these choice of coordinates is that if one introduces a UV cut-o max in the limit












And hence the divergent term is independent on the parameters ~m and ~c. Therefore, we can
choose a simple subtraction scheme to regulate the action. A natural choice is to subtract
the trivial embedding L()  0, which one can check is a solution to the equation of motion








































2=7   L(0)2 for black hole embeddings and vanishes, 0 = 0, for
Minkowski embeddings (for L(0) > u20=2
2=7). Using the relation mq = u0 ~m=(2
0) for

















which is the expression for the condensate in equation (2.12).
B BFSS model | Discretisation
B.1 Bosonic action















Next we discretise time to  sites tn = an, (n = 0; : : : ;   1), where the lattice spacing
is a = = and the point t = a =  is identied with the point 0. To discretise the
covariant derivative Dt we dene the transporters:








where P denotes a path ordered product. Let us consider for a moment the pure derivative







To make the above expression gauge covariant we have to transport back the eld at tn+1







where Un+1;n = U
y
























where without loss of generality we have taken g = 1p
N
.11 The action Sb can be written in
a much simpler form by using the U(n) gauge symmetry of the model. Indeed, at each

















lattice site we have a local U(N) symmetry. Using that symmetry we can perform the
transformation:
X 0i0 = X
i
0 ; (B.6)










X 0i 1 = (U0;1U1;2 : : : U 2; 1)X
i
 1 (U0;1U1;2 : : : U 2; 1)
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The unitary matrix W has the decomposition W = V DV y, where D = diagfei1 ; : : : ; eiN g
is a diagonal unitary matrix and V is a unitary. But the action (B.7) has the residual

































We use this form of the action for coding on a computer.
We could also use the additional symmetry X 0in ! hnX 0inhyn, where hn is a diagonal
unitary matrix, to \distribute" the diagonal matrix D among all of the hop terms. Indeed,
dening the matrix D = diagfei1=; : : : ; eiN=g, which satises (D) = D, one can
verify that under the transformation:
X 0in = (V hn) ~X
i
n(V hn)
y ;where : hn = (D)n ; (B.9)
the action (B.7) transforms into:


































where we have used the U0;1 = W (U1;2 : : : U 2; 1)y and the translational invariance of
the measure. But the action (B.10) depends only on the matrix W (infact only on the




















DUn;n+1e Sb[ ~X;D] = (V olU(N)) 1
Z

















sin l   m2
 : (B.13)
B.2 Fermionic action







 C9 D     (C9i) [Xi;   ]
o
: (B.14)
We begin by splitting the fermions into two eight component fermions:  = ( 1;  2) and
dening the forward and backward derivatives D:
(D W )n = (Wn   Un;n 1Wn 1Un 1;n)=a ;
(D+W )n = (Un;n+1Wn+1Un+1;n  Wn)=a : (B.15)



























 T2;n 1;n +
 2X
n=0
 T2;nUn;n+1 1;n+1Un+1;n   T2; 1U 1;0 1;0U0; 1
)
;
where the plus/minus sign in the last term corresponds to periodic/anti-periodic boundary
conditions for the fermions.12 Using the gauge from the previous subsection when the









 T2;n 1;n +
 2X
n=0
 T2;n 1;n+1   T2; 1D 1;0Dy
)
: (B.17)
Since all elds transform in the adjoint of SU(N) instead of dealing with matrices we can
use the corresponding real components: Xa = tr(T aX) and  a = tr(T a ), where T a are
































n ;b ; (B.18)






where the plus/minus sign corresponds to periodic/anti-periodic boundary conditions. The


















































Sf =  
TM : (B.26)
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